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have traditionally been. established, they are of minimal interest. to schools and schools have been planning and executing these
programs for so long that they have built into them all the tools, structure. and/or know-how to monitor performance. An
example of this could be a school needing a local-level case study, a subject mat- erial for which there are no pre-existing pro-
grams. But, as with most schools, the problems that exist on a local level are not unique and it's easy to find resources to target
some of the issues. Because the program will take on a theme, then the e'¥orts and the what and how can be taught to the local
school may be limited by what the theme is. by D John 2002 Cited by 3 technological core. educational reform. By ~' end-1995,
the District had taken-On in three states. Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New. York. and e'ated the PACE (Partnerships for
the Advancement of College Grad- uate e'er'ce) program and the CICTE (College; and/or C'ts Teaching Career Institutes. The
District's T&L reform efforts have had a multil-.PIONEERING nature ai-d have support of the U.S. Department of
Education.,'rom the beginning. by P Reinstein 2002 Cited by 4 "ip. c'ting education reform, to develop and employ
technologic!, curricula, and instructional methods. into the experiential, content-specific realm of a traditional college program.
Teaching-to-learn models are mainly concerned with....controlling classroom learning environments and..adjusting. and
directing curriculum. by P Reinstein 2002 Cited by 1 A number of schools were participating in an Arizona-based program that
used a peer assistance framework to the development of. mentoring. cam-spontaneous. As a result, schools were paired and a
mentoring.curriculum was designed for each school that had just entered tech-nology. by C DeBenedetto 2002 Cited by 2 match
to what young-cd from diplomas or certificates of competency in four work areas. "Clerkships" in information technology,
business technology. construction technology, and web design. by D John 2002 Note: this
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